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ABSTRACT 
A matrix polynomial of McMillan degree n - 1 which satisfies n tangential 
Lagrange interpolation conditions is constructed explicitly in realization form. Analo- 
gous results are given for more general bitangential Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation 
conditions. A corollary is a type of Euclidean algorithm for matrix polynomials and 
McMillan degree. The main tool is the recent parametrization of all matrix polynomial 
solutions of a set of Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation conditions due to Ball, Gohberg, 
and Rodman. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the problem of constructing a matrix polyno- 
mial function with low McMillan degree satisfying a given set of tangential 
Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation conditions. Perhaps the simplest classical 
nonhomogeneous interpolation problem is that of Lagrange, where one is 
given n distinct points zi,. . .,zn in the plane and n complex numbers 
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wi,. . . , w,, and seeks a polynomial 
A solution of degree at most n - 1 
Z(Z) for which p(zj) = wj for j = 1,. . . , n. 
exists and is unique, and is given by 
n 
z(Z) = c wk 
k-1 n.j+k(Zk-Zj) 
(see [6]). 
Generalizations to matrix-valued functions can be made in many ways. 
One such way is the matrix Lagrange interpolation (MLI) problem, which 
can be stated as follows: 
Given n distinct points pi,. . , z,, in C and n M X N matrices W,, . , Wn, 
find an hil X N matrix polynomial L(Z) for which L(zj) = Wj for j = 1,. , n. 
Suppose the unknown L(s) has the matrix entries Zij(z), and w$) is the 
(i, j)th entry of Wk (1 < i < M, I< j ,< N ). If one finds MN scalar Lagrange 
polynomials Zij(z) for which 
for k=l,...,n, then L(z)=(Zij(z)> is a unique M X N matrix polynomial 
with polynomial degree at most n - 1 which solves the matrix problem. 
More interesting from the point of view of the theory of matrices is the 
following tangential Lagrange interpolation (TLI) problem: 
For f~‘,, . . . , w,, n distinct points in the complex plane @, ui, . . . , u,, 
nonzero column vectors in CNx ‘, and oi,...,o, column vectors in Cnfxl, 
find an M X N matrix polynomial L for which 
for j = l,...,n. 
L( Wj)Uj = vj (1.1) 
By a naive reduction to the scalar case, one can easily see that there exists 
such a matrix polynomial with polynomial degree at most n - 1. Indeed, 
choose an M X N matrix M, for which Mkuk = ok; this can be done, since 
ux is a nonzero column vector by assumption. Then we can generate 
solutions of the TLI problem by solving the ML1 problem 
I,(+) = M, 
for k =l,..., n. In this way, we solve the problem with an M X N matrix 
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polynomial of polynomial degree at most n - 1. Of course, the solution 
depends on the choice of matrix M, satisfying Mkuk = vk. 
Another measure of complexity for a rational matrix function is the 
McMillan degree. By definition, the McMillan degree is the smallest size of 
the state space. For matrix polynomials, as we will see later, the McMillan 
degree is greater than or equal to the polynomial degree. In particular, for 
the scalar case (M = N = l), the polynomial degree is the same as the 
McMillan degree, and for the manic square (M = N) polynomials, the 
McMillan degree is N times the polynomial degree. However, in [3], by 
studying null and pole structures of rational matrix functions as described in 
[2], there is obtained an explicit linear fractional description of all matrix 
polynomials satisfying (1.1). In this paper we use this description to obtain a 
matrix polynomial satisfying (1.1) of McMillan degree at most n - 1. This 
result is obtained here as a corollary of a more general interpolation theorem 
in which restrictions are imposed not only on the tangential values of the 
functions but also on its derivatives. 
Our main result is stated as follows. 
THEOHEM A. Let n distinct points zL’,, . , to’,, in C, n nonzero column 
vectors u ,, , u,, in C”, und n column vectors v,, . .,v,, in C“* be given. 
Then there exists a matrix polynomial L of McMillan degree at most n - 1 
such that 
L( Wj)Uj = “,j’ j=l ,...,n. 
Let 
A,= [; ‘., ;,,I; c_=[ j:]. c+=[;TJ 
Then the condition (1.1) can be written in the contour-integral form 
&/L(s)C_(zI-A_)-‘dz=c+, 
Y 
(1.2) 
where y is a suitable rectifiable contour such that all the points wj are in- 
side y. 
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More generally we may consider any triple of matrices (C,, C_, A,) of 
sizes M x n, N X n, and n X n respectively for which CC__, A,) is a null- 
kernel pair, i.e. 
n KerC_A$=(O), 
j > 0 
and consider the condition (1.2) as an interpolation condition which contains 
(1.1) as a special case; for the general case, see [3]. The following result, also 
proved in this paper, contains Theorem A as a special case. 
THEOREM B. Let a triple of matrices (C+,C_,A,) of sizes M X n, 
N x n, and n x n, respectively, be given, such that (C_,A,) is a null-kernel 
pair. Then there exists a matrix polynomial L(z) of McMillan degree at most 
n - 1 satisfying 
&/L(z)C_(zl-A,)-‘dz=C+, 
Y 
where y is a suitable rectifiable contour such that a(A,) is inside y. 
Consider the problem of finding an M x N matrix polynomial L(z) which 
satisfies the interpolation conditions 
~IL(~)c(I)(ZI-A(:))-‘~~=CY). j=l ,...> f-, (1.3) 
Y 
where y is a simple closed contour such that Uj’,la(A(i)) is inside y and 
(C?‘, A’:‘) is a null-kernel pair for each j = 1,. . . , r. Unlike the single-contour 
interpolation problem, interpolants satisfying (1.3) simultaneously may fail to 
exist, as the conditions for different j may not be compatible. It is shown in 
[4, Chapter 161 that if we assume certain consistency conditions which are 
necessary and sufficient for solutions to exist, then a matrix polynomial L(s) 
satisfies the set of conditions (1.3) if and only if it satisfies the single 
condition 
&L(z)C_(zI-A,)-‘dz=C,, 
Y 
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where (C_, A,) is a least common extension of the collection of null-kernel 
right pairs {(C!!) A(j)) 1 j = 1 , . . . , r}; for the definition of least common exten- 
sion, see [9] or [;3]: Then a corollary of Theorem B is the following result. 
TIIEOREM C. If there exists a matrix polynomial solving (1.3), then there 
exists a matrix polynomial solving (1.3) of McMillan degree at most n, - 1, 
where (C_, A,) is a least common extension of {(C!!), A($)] j = 1,. . , r) and 
n, x n, is the size of A,. 
It is known that all solutions of (1.3) can be characterized in the 
divisor-remainder form as 
L(z) =sj(z)Lj(z)+ Rj(Z), j=l >..., r, (1.4) 
where Lj is an N X N regular matrix polynomial with (C$, A$‘) as its right 
null pair as defined in [2], Rj is an M X N matrix polynomial satisfying (1.3) 
for each j, and S, is an arbitrary M X N matrix polynomial for each j (see 
[3]). Let P(Z) be a least common multiple of L,(z),. . ., L,(z). Then it has 
been proved (see [9]) that the number of zeros (counting multiplicities) of 
P(Z) is n,,, where (C_,A,) is a least common extension of {(Cg),A($)I j = 
1,. , r} and nl, is the size of A,. Th eorem C can be restated as follows. 
THEOREM D. If there exists a matrix polynomial solving (1.4), then there 
exists a matrix polynomial solving (1.4) of McMillan degree at most n, - 1, 
where n, is the number of zeros (counting multiplicities) of a least comrrwn 
multiple of {Li 1 i = 1,. . . , r}. 
This paper is divided into five sections (besides the introduction). Section 
2 is of preliminary character; the necessary notions about realization of 
rational matrix functions and some results on homogeneous interpolation 
problems are given. Section 3 and Section 4 concern one-sided tangential 
Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation problems. In Section 3, a solution of low 
McMillan degree is described in realization form and several contour- 
integral interpolation problems are considered. In Section 4, we formulate 
the interpolation conditions in Section 3 in divisor-remainder form, and a 
Euclidean algorithm with respect to the McMillan degree and a matrix 
polynomial is given. Section 5 and Section 6 contain the analogous results to 
Section 3 and Section 4 for two-sided tangential Lagrange-Sylvester interpo- 
lation problems for matrix polynomials. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Realization and McMillan Degree 
Let W denote a proper (i.e., analytic at a~> rational M X N matrix 
function. A system c = (A, B, C, D) of linear operators A : X + X, B : @‘v + X, 
C:X+c”. D:CN+C M is called a realization of W if 
W(Z) = D + C(zI - A)-%. 
Here X is a finite-dimensional linear space which is called the state space of 
the realization 2. Realizations of proper rational functions always exist. (See 
e.g. [2].) In general, for Xi,. .., X,,, a collection of matrices with the same 
number of columns, we denote by co1 i ~ i G ,,(Xi> the matrix 
Xl 
I 1 k, 
A system 2 is said to be minimal if (C, A) is a null-kernel pair and (A, B) is a 
full-range pair, that is, 
N( 2) = Ker O<;_o&i(CA’) =(O), 
. . 
(2.1.1) 
R(C)=Im[R AR . . . Ak-i R]=X, (2.1.2) 
where k = dim X. If the conditions (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) are not both fulfilled, 
then the realization Z = (A, B, C, D) may be reduced to a minimal one in the 
following way. Put Xi = N(CT;let X, be a direct complement of X, I-J R(x) 
in R(Z), and choose X, such that X = X,@X,@X,. Then relative to the 
decomposition X = X,@X,@X,, the operators A, B and C partition as 
follows: 
* * * 
A=0 A, *, I I B=[ * B, 01, c=[o c, *], 0 0 * 
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and (A,, B,, C,, D) is a minimal realization of W(z). By definition, 
the McMillandegreeof W(Z), denoted by 6(W), is dimX,, (2.1.3) 
i.e., the smallest possible dimension of the state space in a realization of 
W(Z). Here we observe that 
if R(x) =X, then 6(W) = rank 1<;z\_l(CAi), (2.1.4) 
S(W) <rank[ B AB . . . Ak-‘B]. (2.1.5) 
In this paper, we consider the problem of constructing a matrix polyno- 
mial function with low McMillan degree satisfying a given set of tangential 
Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation conditions. By a matrix polynomial, we 
understand a matrix-valued function of a complex variable of the form 
L(Z) = D+,_C(I-zA)-‘B 
where A:Ck-+ck nilpotent, B:CN+ck, C:Ck+CM, and D:CN*cM 
for some nonnegative integer k. It is said that 2 = (A, B, C, Zl) is a minimal 
realization for L if and only if Y, = (A, B, C, 0) is a minimal realization for 
W, where 
=D+C(zl-A)-‘B 
and 
6(W) =6(L). (2.1.6) 
The more familiar form for a matrix polynomial L is 
L(z) = i Aizi 
i=l 
where A,,A,,..., A,, are M X N matrices. 
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COROLLARY 21.1. Suppose an M X N matrix polynomial L(z) is given by 
L(z) = i A#. 
i=l 
Then 
S(L) = rank 
A,, A,_, * . - A, 
A,-, 
0 4 I* 
Proof. A matrix polynomial L(z) can be represented in a realization 
form as 
L(z) = D,+zC,(Z-zA,)-‘B, 
with 
A,= I 0  1, 1, 0 
c,=[A, -.- A,], 
D,=A,. 
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Since 
0 ZN 
Im[ B, A,B, ... AZ_‘B,] = Im . . 
1, . 0 
by (2.1.4) and (2.1.6) we have 
6(L) = rank 
,<;$_l(cLAiL) 
A,, A,_, ... 
= rank 
A, ... 
0 Y 1. 
Let %? denote a M X N (not necessarily proper) rational matrix function. 
A system % = (A, B, C, D, A,, B,, C,) o f 1’ mear operators A : X 4 X, B : C N -+ 
X, C:X-+C”, D:CN+cM, A,:X,+X,, B,:@N-+X,, C,:X,+QZ” is 
called a realization of fi if 
707 
@(z)= D+C(zZ-A)-‘B+zC,(Z-zA,)-‘B,. (2.1.7) 
Here, X@ X, is a finite-dimensional linear space which is called the state 
space of the realization, and A, is nilpotent. Realizations for a rational matrix 
function always exist (see [4, Chapter 51). A system % is said to be minimal if 
(C, A) and (C,, A,) are null-kernel pairs and (A, B) and (A,, B,) are full-range 
pairs. 
A realization of the form (2.1.7) has the disadvantage that the value of I@ 
at infinity or even at any point z,, E C is not displayed in an obvious way. 
This situation can be alleviated by changing the form of (2.1.7). It is proved 
in [4, Chapter 51 that for z,, e a(A) (2.1.7) is equivalent to 
+(~-z,,)C~(Z-~A,)-~(Z-~,,A~)-~B,. (2.1.8) 
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The realization in the form of (2.1.8) is called a realization for W centered at 
the point ~a. 
Consider proper rational matrix functions W, and W, given by 
w,(z)= D,+C,(zI-A,)-‘&, 
W,(s)= D,+C,(d-A,)-‘B, 
such that the output space of W, coincides with the input space of W,. Then 
W,(z)W&) is given by 
W,(Z)W,(Z) = D,D, f [ C, D,,+-[; ‘~]j’[Rk”‘]. 
(2.1.9) 
(see [l]). Multiplication of two matrix polynomials L,(Z) and L,(Z) such that 
the output space of L, coincides with the input space of L, can be 
conducted in the same way. That is, if 
L,(z) = D,,+_7C~2(1-~AOC2)-1BC02, 
then 
L,(z)L,(z) = DmlD,, + z[ C,, Ddkz] 
2.2. Homogeneous Interpolation Problems 
Let L(z) = L, + L,z + . . . + L,- 7’ be an N x N matrix polynomial which 
is regular [i.e., det L(z) does not vanish identically]. By definition, a point 
z. E @ is a zero of L(z) of multiplicity p if a scalar polynomial det L(z) has a 
zero of multiplicity CL. 
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A pair of matrices (X, T) of sizes N X n, n X n respectively is said to be a 
right null pair for L(Z) if det L(Z) has degree n and (X, Z’) is a null-kernel 
pair for which 
.L,xp+ _L_,XT~-’ + . . . + L,X = 0. 
For more details about null pairs of a matrix polynomial, readers are referred 
to [131. 
Let (T be a nonempty subset of C, and W be a M X N rational matrix 
function. We define the (left) null-pole subspace for W over C, denoted by 
9,(W), by 
<r’,(W) = Wsz”(U) 
= {w(+mp E %4d}, 
where SK(a) is the set of all CN-valued rational vector functions having no 
poles in c. 
A collection of matrices 
T= (C,,A,&,B,;S) 
is said to be a (left) u-admissible Syhester data set if 
(1) o(A,)U a(A$ c IT, 
(2) (C,, A,) is a null-kernel pair of sizes N X n,, n,, X n,, 
(3) (AS, BC) is a full-range pair of sizes ng X ng, ng X N, 
(4) S satisfies the following Sylvester equation: 
SA, - A$ = B,C,. 
By definition, a u-admissible Sylvester data set r is a u-null-pole triple 
for a rational N X N matrix function W if the null-pole subspace S,(W) is 
given by 
9,(W)= C&Z-A,)-lx++) x~c”-,h~$?~,(‘+), 
c Res,_(zZ - A5)-lBtZr(~) = Sx . 
Z” E c > 
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For more details about null-pole subspaces and null-pole triples for rational 
matrix functions, see Part III of [4]. 
The next theorem, due to [12], gives a solution to the following homoge- 
neous interpolation problem: 
For a given null-kernel pair (C_, A,) with sizes N X n,, n, X n, and a 
complex number (Y e c+(A,), f d m an N X N regular rational matrix function 
cp -’ satisfying 
q-‘(a) =I, (2.2.1) 
5 = (C_,A,;O,O;O) is the C-null pole triple for cp-‘, (2.2.2) 
9 -’ has the minimal possible McMillan degree. (2.2.3) 
The main idea of the theorem is to construct a “minimal supplement of i: 
at TV” so that there exists a N X N rational matrix function which satisfies 
(2.2.1), (2.2.2), and (2.2.3). More specifically, a left zero pair (S,,G) for cp at 
CQ is constructed so that the Stein equation 
r - SJA, = - GC_ 
has an invertible solution I. Then a solution can be described in terms of 
S,, G, P, and C_, A,. For more details, see Theorem 5.4.1 and Theorem 5.4.2 
of [4]. 
THEOREM 2.2.1. For a given null-kernel pair (CA,) of sizes N X n,, 
nr x n, and a complex number CY tir &A,), a regular rational N X N matrix 
function q-l satisfying (2.2.I), (2.2.2), (2.2.3) can be constructed as follows: 
Take a basis (dj&L lj”= 1 in C”= such that 
S-djk=dj,/c+l (dj,a,+l=O)* (2.2.4) 
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Putzj=C_djl, j=l,..., t. Let Y, c cN be such that CN= span{zj)j=,@Yo. 
Define G:CN+ Q=“r by 
Gzj = (&A,, - I)dj,, j=l t, ,..., (2.2.5) 
Gy=O, if yEY,. (2.2.6) 
Then 9-l is given by 
cp-+)=I+(~-cu)C_(zZ-A,)-‘(I-aS,)-’G (2.2.7) 
with inverse given by 
&)=I++o)C_(A,-aZ)-‘(I-zS,)-‘G. (2.2.8) 
REMARK. It is worthwhile to note that cp(.z> given by (2.2.8) is a matrix 
polynomial and that S,,G satisfy the following equation: 
s,A, - I = GC- (2.2.9) 
by the construction of S, and G. 
For later use, we change the representations of cp and q-i by using 
(2.1.7) and (2.1.8) as follows: 
~~-‘(~)=Z+C_(Z-(YS,)-‘G-C_(ZZ-A~)-~(~Z-A,)(Z-~~S,)-‘G, 
(2.2.10) 
+)=Z-cwC_(A,-crZ)-lG 
+&_(A,-aZ)-‘(Z-zS,)-‘(I-aS,)G. 
(2.2.11) 
The theorem dual to Theorem 2.2.1 looks as follows: 
THEOREM 2.2.2. For a given full-range pair (A[, B + ) of sizes n 5 X ng, 
ng X M and /3 @ a(AS), a regular M X M matrix polynomial qb satisfying 
HP> = 1, 
?d = (0,0;A,, ~+;0) is a C-nullipole triple fk- $, 
J, has minimal possible McMillan degree 
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can be constructed as follows: Take a basis {gjk&, y=, in C”f such that 
012 *** >WS, 
A*gj,k+l- gjk E Im B+, 
{ gj,,.)Jy_ 1 is a basisfir Im B,. 
Define T, :@“c + Q=“s by 
Tmgjk = gj,k+l (gj,mj+l= O>’ 
Choose vectors yj E CM such that 
B+Yj= gj,, j=l ,...,S. 
Choose F : C”S + span{ yl,. . . , y,} such that 
B+ Fgjk = AcTmgjk - gjk’ 
Then 
We omit the proofs of Theorem 2.2.1 and Theorem 2.2.2. The reader is 
referred to [12] for details. 
3. ONE-SIDED TANGENTIAL LAGRANGE-SYLVESTER 
INTERPOLATION PROBLEM FOR MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
In this section, we construct explicitly a realization for a matrix polyno- 
mial of McMillan degree at most n - 1 which satisfies n one-sided tangential 
Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation conditions. We also obtain a parametriza- 
tion of the set of all solutions in realization form. 
Consider the following tangential Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation prob- 
1 em: 
Given s distinct complex numbers wl,. . . , ws, given s column polynomi- 
als u Jz), . . . , u,~(.z) of size N X 1 for which uk(wk) # 0 for k = 1,. . . , s, and 
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given s column vector polynomials v,(z), . . , u,~(z) of size M X I, find an 
M x N matrix polynomial L(z) for which 
for I<k<s, l<a<mmk. 
In (3.I), if we let uk(z) and z)~(.z) have Taylor expansions 
co 
z+(z) = c u&-Wky, 
j=l 
cc 
q(z) = c Wkj(Z - cop 
j=l 
at ok, and the unknown matrix polynomial L(z) have Taylor form 
L(z) = c Lkj(Z - zukyl, 
j=l 
then the interpolation condition (3.1) can be expressed in terms of Taylor 
coefficients as 
for I < k < s. If we put 
11 0 
A,= .. I 1 , 0 I,% 
I = bkl~-~>wk,,~k] (3.2) 
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where Ji is an mi x m, Jordan matrix with eigenvalue wi, then the interpola- 
tion conditions (3.2) take the form 
c Res,=,OL(z)C_(zI-A,)-‘=C+, 
Z. E a, 
(3.3) 
or equivalently, the form 
&&(z)C_(zI-A*)-%z=C+ (3.4) 
Y 
for a simple closed contour y such that all eigenvalues of A, are inside y 
(see [3, Chapter 41). It is more convenient for us to work with the interpola- 
tion problem in the formulation (3.3) or (3.4) than in the formulation (3.I), 
and in this paper (3.3) or (3.4) will be adopted for both the left-sided and the 
two-sided tangential Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation problems. 
Let us restate the contour-integral interpolation (CII) problem: 
CII. Given matrices C+,C_,A, of sizes M X n,, N X n,, and n, X n, 
respectively, find an M X N matrix polynomial L(Z) for which 
c Res,,,OL(z)C_(zI-A,)-‘=C+. 
IO E d) 
The dual problem of CII is stated as follows: 
Cii,. Given matrices A,, B,, B_ of sizes ng X ng, ng x M, ng X N 
respectively, find an M x N matrix polynomial L(Z) for which 
c Res,=,O(zI - A5)p1B+L(z) = - B_. 
z. E a, 
Here, without loss of generality, we can assume that (C_,A,) is a 
null-kernel pair and (AS, B, > is a full-range pair (see [3]). 
The next theorem, essentially from [3], shows that the solutions of 
contour-integral interpolation problem can be described in linear fractional 
form. Let PM,, (gN> denote the set of all M X N matrix (N X 1 vector) 
polynomials. 
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THEOREM 3.1. L.et C,, C_, A,, be given as in Cll, and assume that 
(C_, A,) is a null-kernel pair. There exist matrix polynomials L E PM XN 
which are solutions of the Cl1 problem. Moreover, if 
is any rational (M + N) X (M + N) matrix function having the set 
as a C-null-pole triple, and if cp-’ is a regular rational N X N matrix function 
having the set 
o_ = (C_, A,;O>O;O) 
as a C-null-pole triple, then L E gMxN satisfies the Cl1 problem if and only 
if L(z) has the following form: There exist Q, E qMxN, Q, E gNxN for 
which 
‘P($&, + e&2) = 1 (3.5) 
such that 
L = (fw25 + 42~2)(e21f4 + fwkT1. 
For the proof, see Theorem 5.2.5 in [3]. 
In the next theorem, a particular solution to CII is found in terms of 
interpolation data. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let C+,C_,A, be given as in Theorem 3.1, and S, and 
G be constructed by (2.2.4) (2.2.5), (2.2.6). Then 
K,(z)=-C+G-zC+S,(l-zS,)-‘G 
is a particular solution to the Cl1 problem with McMillan degree at most 
n,-1. 
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Proof. Suppose cp -’ is an N X N regular matrix function which is 
constructed in Theorem 2.2.1. By Theorem 3.1, there exists a solution to the 
CII problem, and L E TMXN is a solution to the CII problem if and only if 
there exist Q, E qMXN, Qs E PNXN for which 
(3.6) 
Since 8 has (5 as its C-null-pole triple, by the definition of C-null-pole 
subspace there exist B E CNX”r, H E 9,,,xN, K E pNxN satisfying 
f::]=[::] [%I (zi-A,)-‘B+ (3.7) 
for any Q, E gMxN, Q, E PNxN. By combining (3.6) and (3.7), the result of 
Theorem 3.1 can be restated as follows: L E .PMXN is a solution to the CII 
problem if and only if 
(3.8) 
for some B E Q) NX”m, H E gMXN, K E YNXN. From the second row of (3.8) 
and (2.2.10), we get 
=C_(zZ-A,)-‘B+K(z). 
Equivalently, 
Z+C_(Z-as,)-‘G-K(z) 
Since I + C_(Z - as,)-‘G - K(z) is analytic in C and C_(zZ - A,)-‘{B + 
(oz - A,)(Z - as,)-‘G) is analytic with value 0 at 03, 
Z+C_(Z-aSJIG-K(z)=0 
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and 
C_(zZ-A,)-r(B+(oZ-AA,)(Z-c&-‘G}=O. (3.9) 
Because (C_, A,) is a null-kernel pair, (3.9) implies that 
B=-(al-A,)(Z-as,)-‘G. (3.10) 
Upon combining (3.8) and (3.10), we get that L E .PMXN is a solution to Gzz 
if and only if 
L(z)=C+(zZ-A,)-‘(A,-aZ)(Z-as,)-‘G&)+ZZ(+&) 
(3.11) 
for some H E YMxN. Let K,, denote a solution corresponding to the choice 
of H = 0 in (3.11). Then 
K,(,_)=C+(zZ-A,)-‘(A,-crZ)(Z-as,)-’G+). (3.12) 
By substituting (2.2.11) in (3.12), we get 
K,,(,-)=C+(~~-A,)-‘(A,-~Z)(Z-~-~S,)~’{Z-~GC_(A,-~Z)-‘}G 
+zC+(zZ-A,))‘(A,-rrZ)(Z-cyS,)-‘GC_(A,-oZ)-’ 
x(Z-,_S,)-‘(I-&)G. (3.13) 
To represent K,(z) in realization form, we apply the identity (2.2.9) 
S,A, - Z = GC_ (3.14) 
to the first term of (3.13) to obtain 
C+(,_Z-A,)-‘(A,-(YZ)(Z-QS,)-~ 
{A,-cIZ-~(S,A,-Z)}(A,-~Z)-~G=~+(=Z-A,)-’A,G. (3.15) 
Again, we plug (3.14) into the second term of (3.13), but we change the 
expression to 
S,(A,-al)-(I-aS,)=GC_ 
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to get 
zC+ (zZ - A,) -‘(A, - (YZ) 
X{(Z-oS_)-lS_-(A,-aZ)-l}(Z-zS,)-’(Z-~S,)G. 
Since (I - .a&)-’ and Z - (YS, commute, the above equals 
zC+(zZ-A,)-‘{(A,-aZ)S,-(Z-aS,))(Z-zSm)-lG 
=zC+(zZ-A,)-‘(A,&-Z)(Z-zS,)-‘G. (3.16) 
By adding (3.15) and (3.16) we have 
K,(z)=C+(zZ-A,)-‘(A,(Z-zS,)+z(A,S,-Z))(Z-zS,)-’G 
= -C+(Z-zS,)-‘G 
n,-1 
=-C, c (xSJkG 
k=o 
lI,-1 
= - C+G - zC+S, c (zSJkG 
k=O 
=-C+G-&+(I-zS,)-‘G. (3.17) 
To compute the McMillan degree of K,, we use the last line of (3.17). 
Since (S,,G) is a f&range pair, by (2.1.4) ” 
6(K,) = rank 
= rank 
<n, -1. 
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In some instances, it can be shown that n, - 1 is the minimal possible 
McMillan degree for an interpolant, as the following simple example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Find a 2 X 2 matrix polynomial L(z) satisfying 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
and having the minimal possible McMillan degree. 
It is clear that there exists no 2 X 2 constant matrix satisfying (3.18) and 
(3.19). By Theorem 3.2, the minimal possible McMillan degree for this 
example is 1. Since the McMillan degree of a matrix polynomial is greater 
than or equal to the polynomial degree, we expect a solution L(z) with 
McMillan degree 1 to be 
L(z) = A,.z + A,,, 
where A,, A, are 2 X 2 matrices. The condition (3.18) forces 
Ad a 
0 
[ 1 0 b 
for some a, b E @. Upon combining (3.19) and (3.20) we get 
for some (Y,P E C. Since, by Corollary 2.1.1, 
S(L) =rankA,. 
(3.20) 
and we want an interpolant of McMillan degree 1, 
720 
Hence, 
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L(z)=[ -: -$+[(: ;] 
is a solution with 6(L) = 1 for any a, b, p E 43. 
Unlike the scalar case, we do not know that in general K,(z) is the 
unique solution of McMillan degree at most nV - 1. In fact, as Example 3.3 
shows, even in the case that nT - 1 is the minimal possible McMillan degree 
for solutions, there may be more than one solution of McMillan degree 
n,-1. 
For the scalar case, by the uniqueness of the interpolant with McMillan 
degree ( = polynomial degree, in this case) at most nrr - 1, K,(Z) in Theo- 
rem 3.2 must be the Lagrange interpolant. We can also see this directly. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. For the scalar Lagrange interpolation problem, K, in 
Theorem 3.2 is the well-known Lagrange interpolant. The scalar Lagrange 
interpolation problem is as follows: 
Given n distinct points or,. . . , zn and n complex numbers wr, . . . , w,, 
find a polynomial Z(Z) for which 
Z( Zi) = wi 
for i=l,...,n. 
Put 
c+=[w, )...) WJ C_=[l,..., l] 
Then cp-’ satisfies (2.2.11, (2.2.2), (2.2.3) if and only if 
for some nonzero complex number c. Without loss of generality, we can 
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assume c = 1. Then, 
1 
q-‘(z) = 
TI)=,(Z-Zj> 
=jgl&: 
J 
where 
1 1 
cj=GTq= fJ(zi_zj)‘ 
i=l 
i#j 
On the other hand, suppose 
in (2.2.10), to get 
q-‘(z) =1+p,+ ... +p, 
721 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
=1+p,+ ... +p,- k 
a - zj 
-Pj’ 
j-1 z-zj 
Upon comparing (3.21) and (3.23), we have 
(3.23) 
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for i = 1,. . . , rz. Hence, 
(Z-C&-~G= 
’ 
where cj is given as in (3.22). Plug cp, C,, C_, A,, and (I - crS,)-‘G into 
(3.12) to get 
[ 
n wj(zj-a) cj 
&I(~)= c 
j=l z - zj 
G jQ(z-zi) 
J 1 
= k fiwjs, 
i=l i-1 
i#j 
.l 1 
which is the Lagrange interpolant given in (1.1). 
Using the explicit formula for a particular solution K, in Theorem 3.2 
and cp in Theorem 2.2.1, we can describe all solutions of the CII problem in 
realization form. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let C,, C_, A, be given as in Theorem 3.1, and a, G, S, 
be constructed as in Theorem 2.2.1. Then 1, is a solution of the CZZ problem if 
and only if 
where 
BC_(A,-aI)-’ 
See 
B^= BYxBC_(A,-~Z)-~G 
[ 1 (Z-aS,)G ’ 
e=[C DC_(A,-aZ)-‘-C+S,(Z-as,)-‘1, 
fi=-C+G+ D-(YDC_(A,-al)-‘G. 
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Here A:X+X [subject to a(A)={O}], B:CN+X, C:X+C”, and 
D:cN+CM are arbitrary, and X is a finitedimensional linear space. 
Proof. By (3.11) and (3.121, L E pMxN is a solution to the CII problem 
if and only if 
1 
L=K,+Qq (3.24) 
for Q E .PMXN. 
To parametrize all the solutions in realization form, we work with (3.24). 
Suppose a realization for Q is given by 
for A:X-+X, B:CN-+X, C:X+C”, D:CN-+CM, where X is a finite- 
dimensional linear space, and a(A) = (01. Use the formula (2.2.11) for 9 to 
compute Qq. By (2.1.101, 
Q(z)q~(z)= D-cxDC_(A,-al)-‘G+z[C DC_(A,-cuZ)-‘1 
BC_(A,-aI)-’ B(z-aC_(A,-crZ)-‘G} 
S, 1 (Z-aS,)G ’ 
(3.25) 
Since (I - zS,)-’ and Z - cxS, commute, K,(z) in Theorem 3.2 can be 
written as 
K,(z)=-C+G-zC+S,(Z-as,)-‘(I-as,)-’(I-aS,)G. (3.26) 
By combining (3.25) and (3.26), we get 
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d= A 
[ 
BC_(A,-al)-’ 
0 Sm 
B-~BBC_(A,-LYZ)-~G 1 (Z-aS,)G ’ 
C?=[c DC_(A,-al)-'-C+&,(z-dm)-'1, 
6=-C+G+ D-aDC_(A,-al)-‘G. 
This completes the proof. n 
Consider the following interpolation problem for which the data are given 
in terms of several equations involving contour integrals. 
SCII. Given a collection of matrices C+,,C_,, A,, (k = l,.. ., r) of 
sizes M X nTk, N X nTk, and nvk X nTk respectively, such that (C_,,A,,) 
is a null-kernel pair for each k, find a matrix polynomial L E PMXN for 
which 
~IL(;)C_,(sl-A,,)-‘d:=C+k, k=l,..., r, (3.27) 
Y 
where y is a suitable contour in C such that U;=r a(A,,) is inside y. 
This interpolation problem will be termed the simultaneous contour- 
integral interpolation (SCII) problem. Unlike the single-contour-integral 
interpolation problem, a solution to SC11 may fail to exist because the 
conditions for different k may not be consistent. The conditions which 
guarantee the existence of a solution are given in Theorem 16.53 of [4]. By 
using the theorems of [4], we can extend Theorem 3.2 to the SC11 problem. 
Before stating the result we need some definitions from [9] (see also [13]). 
An ordered pair of matrices (C, A) where C is N X p and A is p X p we 
call a right pair. We refer to N as the base dimension and p as the order of 
(C, A). In the ensuing discussion the base dimension N is fixed but the order 
p is a variable dimension. 
As was done above, we say that the right pair (C, A) is a null-kernel pair 
(or observable) if f-l 7’ 1 CA’ = {O}. T wo right pairs (C,,A,) and (C,,A,) are 
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similar if there exists a nonsingular matrix S such that C, = C,S and 
A, = S-‘AaS. Given two right pairs (C,, A,) and (C,, A,) of orders p, and p, 
respectively, we say that (C,, A,) is an extension of (C,,A,) [or, equiva- 
lently, (C,,A,) is a restriction of (C,,A,)] if th ere exists an injective linear 
transformation S : CP2 + C=Pl such that 
C,S=C, and A,S=SA, 
The right pair (C, A) is said to be a common extension of (C,, A,), . . . ,(C,, A,.) 
if (C, A) is an extension of each (Ci, Ai), i = 1,. . . , r. We say that (C,, A,) is a 
least common extension of (C,,A,),...,(C,,A,) if (C,,,A,,) is a common 
extension of (C,, A,), , (C,, A,.), and any common extension of 
(C,,A,),..., (C,, A,) is an extension of (C,,, A,,). 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose a collection of matrices C+,,C_,,A,, (ii = 
1,. . , r) is given as in the SCZZ problem. Suppose (C_, A,) is a least common 
extension of the collection {(C_,, Ark) 1 k = 1,. . , r) of sizes N X n,, nV X n, 
with associated injective linear maps S, : C “rk - C”,, and suppose that there 
exists C, : C”- + CM satisfying 
c+s, =c+,, k =l,...,r. 
Then there exists a L E Pfifx N satisfying (3.27) of McMillan degree at most 
n,-1. 
Proof. By Theorem 16.5.3 of [4] there exists a solution L to the SC11 
problem, and L satisfies (3.27) if and only if L satisfies the single-contour- 
integral interpolation condition 
c Res_L(z)C_(zZ-A,)-‘=C+. (3.28) 
z,,cc 
By Theorem 3.2, there exists a L E gMXN satisfying (3.28) with 6(L) < 
n= - 1. This completes the proof. n 
In the rest of this section, we state the dual versions of previous theorems 
for the CII, problem, but we omit the proofs. 
Analogously to the CII problem, without loss of generality, we can 
assume that (AS, B + > is a full-range pair. 
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THEOREM 3.7. Suppose matrices A,, B,, B_ are given as in the Cll, 
problem, and assume (A,, B + > is a full-range pair. Suppose F, T, are the 
same as in Theorem 2.2.2. Then 
H,(z) = FB_+zF(Z-zT,)-‘T-B- (3.29) 
is a solution of the CD, problem with McMillan degree at most ng - 1. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let A,, B,, B_, F,T, be given as in Theorem 3.7, and p 
be a complex number such that /3 E &A*). Then L is a solution to the Cll, 
problem $and only if 
L( 2) = D + zq z - zA)tPB, 
where 
A= (A~-~~)-‘B+c im ’ 
- [ 1 
‘= (A~-~I)~,D+(I-PT,)-‘ZB- 7 [ 1 
ti=[c-F(A,:-~I)B+C F(Z-PT,)], 
fi = FB_ + D - F(A, - PI)-lB+ D 
withA:X+X[subjecttoa(A)=(O}], B:CN+X,C:X+cM, D:cN+CM 
for any finite linear space X. 
A result dual to Theorem 3.6 holds for the SC11 problem. The result 
follows by simply applying the map L(z) - L(z)r in Theorem 3.8. In general 
we say that an ordered pair of matrices (A, B) where A is p X p and B is 
p X M is a left pair of base dimension M and order p. We are particularly 
interested in full-range pairs (A, B), i.e. pairs for which ET= 1 Im(A’B) = Cp, 
where p is the order of (A, B). Two left pairs (A,, B,) and (A,, B,) are said 
to be similar if A,S = SA, and B, = SB, for some nonsingular matrix S. 
Given two left pairs (A,, B,) and (A,, B,) of the same base dimension, we 
say that (A,, B,) is a corestriction of (A,, B,) [or equivalently (A,, B,) is a 
coextension of (A,, B,)] if there exists a surjective linear transformation S 
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A,S=SA, and B,=SB,. 
Clearly the left pair (A,, B,) is a coextension of the left pair (A,, B,) with 
associated surjection S if and only if the right pair (Bl, A;) is an extension of 
the right pair (Br, AT) with associated injective mapping ST. Via this connec- 
tion, we can define the notions of common coextension and least common 
coextension for left pairs as simply the transposed versions of common 
extension and least common extension of a collection of right pairs. 
We now state the result dual to Theorem 3.6 for the SC11 problem and 
omit the proof. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose a collection of matrices AC,, B +k, B _k (k = 
1 1...> n) is given, for each k they have respective sizes ngk X nCk, n@ X M, 
ngk X N, and (ASk, B +k) is a full-range pair. Let (A,, B + ) be a least common 
coextension of the collection (Ack, B,, 1 k = 1,. . . , n] of full-range left pairs, 
with associated surjective linear maps T, :C”f * @“c/r. (Thus, A, is nJ x n,, 
and B, is M X ns.) Suppose 
TkB_ 
Then there exists P E 9,,,rXN 
,. 5 5 5 
there exists B _ : C N + C “b satisfying 
= B-k, k =l,...,n. 
for which 
c Res,=,o(zl- A5k)-1B+kP(Z) = - B-,, k =l,...,n, 
with McMillan degree at most ng - 1. 
REMARK. It is known (see [I21 or [I3]) that there exists a regular matrix 
polynomial O(z) with given left null pair (AS, B) and there exists an explicit 
realization formula for such a matrix polynomial of minimal McMillan 
degree. Here we consider the special case where B = [B + B _ ] with (AC, B + ) 
a full-range pair and show that such an interpolant can be chosen to have a 
block triangular form. Indeed, if we put 
o=+ Ho 
[ 1 0 I’ 
where I/I and H, are the matrix polynomials constructed as in Theorem 2.2.2 
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and Theorem 3.7, then 0 is a regular matrix polynomial with (Ac,[ B,, B_ 1) 
as its left null pair and has minimal possible McMillan degree. 
Conversely, if a regular matrix polynomial 8 has a block triangular form 
and 0,, has no zero in C, then one can show that there exists a left null pair 
(A*,[B+ B-1) for 0 with (AS,B+) a full-range pair. 
4. ONE-SIDED TANGENTIAL LAGRANGE-SYLVESTER 
INTERPOLATION PROBLEM FOR MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
IN DIVISOR-REMAINDER FORM 
The next theorem characterizes the solutions of the CII problem in 
divisor-remainder form. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let C,, C_, A, be given as in the Cl1 problem, and 
assume that (C_,A,) is a null-kernel pair. Suppose cp is a regular (i.e. 
det cpf0) N x N matrix polynomial for which & =(C_,A,;O,O;O) is a 
C-null pole triple for cp - ‘. Let K E PM XN be any particular solution of the 
ClI problem. Then L E PMXN is a solution to the CII problem if and only if 
for some Q E gMXN. 
For the proof, the reader is referred to [3]. 
The next corollary can be said to be an Euclidean algorithm for matrix 
polynomials with respect to McMillan degree. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For a given regular N X N matrix polynomial D and 
L E 9MXW there exist K, R E gM x N for which 
L=KD+R (4.1) 
6(R) <6(D). 
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Proof. Let (C_, A,) b e a right C-null pair for D. Then we can construct 
a full-range pair (S,, G) as in Theorem 2.2.1. Define 
c+= &./L(z)C_(ZZ-A,)-~~Z, 
Y 
where -y is a rectifiable contour in C such that (T(A,) is inside y. If we put 
R(z)=-C+G-zC+S,(Z-zS,)-‘G, 
then by Theorem 3.2, R 
Since R and L satisfy 
K E 9,, x N for which 
satisfies the interpolation condition (4.1) and 
6(R)<[sizeofA,]-1 
<6(D). 
(4.1), by Theorem 4.1 we conclude there exists 
L=KD+R. n 
Consider the following several divisor-remainder interpolation problem. 
SDRI. Let L,(z), . . , L,.(z) be given N X N regular matrix polynomials 
respectively and R,(z), . . . , R,(z) be given M X N matrix polynomials. Find a 
matrix polynomial A E 91,,xN such that 
A(z) =S,(z)L,(z)+ Ri(z) (4.2) 
for some Si E 9i,fXN, i = 1, . . , r. 
By Theorem 4.1, the interpolation conditions (4.2) are equivalent to 
c Res,=,OA(=)C_i(ZI-A,,)P’=C+j, i=l ,...,r, (4.3) 
2 ” EC 
where (C_,,ATi) is a right null pair for Li and 
C+i= c Res,,,OR,(Z)C_i(zZ-A,,)-’ 
110 E a3 
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for each i = I,..., r. Let (C_,A,) be a least common extension of the 
collection ((C_i, AVi) 1 i = 1,. . . , T} of sizes N X n,, n, X n, respectively 
with associated injective linear map Si : C “-1 + C”-. Then by Theorem 16.5.3 
of [4], there exists C, :C”v + CM satisfying 
c, si = c+i, i=l ,..., r, (4.4) 
if and only if there exists A E PMxN satisfying (4.3), and in this case 
A E g~xiv satisfies (4.3) if and only if A E .!PMXN satisfies the single- 
contour-integral interpolation condition 
(4.5) 
Since (4.2) and (4.3) are equivalent, the existence of C, satisfying (4.4) is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution A of (4.2). 
By Theorem 3.2, there exists a solution to (4.5) of McMillan degree at most 
n,--1. 
On the other hand, it has been proved (see Theorem 9.8 of [13]) that the 
number of zeros (counting multiplicities) of a least common multiple of 
L I ,..., L, is n,. 
We have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Zf there exists a solution to an SDRZ problem, then there 
exists a solution of McMillan degree at most n, - 1, where n, is the number 
of zeros (counting multiplicities) of the least common multiple of L,, . . . , L,. 
Since the polynomial degree of a matrix polynomial is less than or equal 
to the McMillan degree, if there exists a solution to an SDRI problem, there 
is a solution of polynomial degree at most n, - 1. But we can see this 
directly. Indeed, if there exists a solution A E PMxN to the SDRI problem, 
then A(z) E gMXN satisfies (4.5). Here, without loss of generality, we can 
assume that A, is in Jordan form. Suppose 
11 0 
A,= 
[ 1 ‘., , 0 Is 
c+=[q, >...1 Ulrn ,I..‘> us1 >...> 0 8,,,, I> 
c_=[u,, >...> Ulm ,,.“> us1 ,...> u,,sl, 
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where Ii is an mi X m, Jordan matrix with eigenvalue wi and m, 
+ * * * + m,V = 72,. Then the interpolation condition (4.5) is equivalent to 
(3.2) and there exist Lkl,. . ., Lkml, for which (3.2) holds, since ukl # 0 for 
k = l,..., s. Now the condition (4.5) is reduced to solving 
d”_‘L( 2) Lka 
&-’ ;_= (a-l)! 
(4.6) 
for k = 1,. . , mk, a = 1,. . . , s. The condition (4.6) in turn amounts to MN 
independent scalar Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation problems, each involv- 
ing at most n, constraints. In this way one can establish the existence of a 
solution of polynomial degree at most n, - 1. However, the existence of a 
solution of McMillan degree at most n, - 1 does not appear to follow by a 
reduction to a collection of scalar problems. 
Suppose M = N, and L,, . . . , L, are manic with polynomial degrees 
p,,..., p, respectively in the SDRI problem. Without loss of generality we 
can assume that the polynomial degree of Ri is less than pi for i = 1,. . , r 
(see [13, Chapter 31). Under these assumptions, it is proved in [lo] that the 
SDRI problem has a solution of polynomial degree < m if and only if 
Kerv,m(L,,...,L,)cKerrow([Ri,,Ri, . 
where R&z) = C$KI1 Rijzi and 
c_,u, .** 
C- iATIU, . . . 
c-Jr 
C-AJJr 
with 
1 C_,A”,;‘U, . . . 
Vi = [co~(C_~A~,)~~;] -l. 
C_.A;;‘U, 
For this special case, we have the following theorem which states the 
consistency conditions in terms of the given data. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose, in the SDRl problem, that M = N, that L,, . . . , L, 
are manic matrix polynomials of polynomial degrees p,, . . . , p, respectively, 
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and that the polynomial degrees of R,, . . , R, are less than pl,. . , p, respec- 
tively. Let m = N(p, + . . . + p,>- 1 and RJz) = CTC,’ Rdjzj. Then the fol- 
lowing are equivalent: 
(i) there exists a matrix polynomial A E .9h,XN which solves the SDRI 
problem; 
(ii) there exists a matrix polynomial A E .YhfXh. of McMillan degree < m 
which solves the SDRI problem; 
(iii) there exists a matrix polynomial A E YbfXM of polynomial degree 
< m which solves the SDRI problem; 
(iv) KerV,,(L,,..., L,)cKerrow([Rio ,..., RiT,,_lI>~,,. 
Proof. (i)*(ii): Let (C_i, ATj) b e a right null pair for Li for each 
i=l,..., r, and (C_, A,) be a least common extension of {(C_i,A,i)( i = 
1,. . , r). Since Lj is manic, 
[size of ATi] = [McMillan degree of L~] 
= piN (4.7) 
for each i = 1,. . , r. On the other hand, by the property of the least common 
extension, 
[size of A,] < h [size of ATi]. 
i=l 
(4.8) 
Upon combining (4.7) and (4.8) we get 
[size of A,] < N( p, + . . . + p,). 
By applying Theorem 4.3, we conclude that there exists a solution to the 
SDRI problem of McMillan degree at most n, - 1. 
Since the polynomial degree is less than or equal to the McMillan 
degree, ( ) (“) 1 ii d ni IS c ear, and (iii) * (iv), (iv) * (i) are results of [lo]. n 
We conclude this section with a statement of the results dual to Corollary 
4.2 and Theorem 4.3. 
COROLLARY 4.5. For a given regular M x M matrix polynomial L? and a 
matrix polynomial L E PMXN there exist matrix polynomials R, R E PAVXR: 
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satisfying 
with 8(R) < S( 6). 
THEOREM 4.6. Let M,(z), . ., M,(z) be given M X M regular matrix 
polynomials and R ,(s ), . . , R,(z) be given M X N matrix polynomials. If there 
exists a matrix polynomial A E pzwxM such that 
A(z) = M,(a)S,(z)+ R,(a) (4.9) 
for some Si E 9,W XN, i = 1, . , r, then there exists an M X N matrix polyno- 
mial of McMillan degree at most ng - 1 which solves (kg), where nC is the 
number of zeros (counting multiplicities) of a least common multiple of 
M,,...,M,. 
5. TWO-SIDED TANGENTIAL LAGRANGE-SYLVESTER 
INTERPOLATION PROBLEM FOR MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
In this section, we consider the following two-sided contour-integral 
interpolation (TSCII) problem for matrix polynomials: 
TSCII. Given matrices A,, B,, B_ of sizes ng X ng, ng X M, ng X N 
respectively, matrices C,, C_, A, of sizes M X n,, N X n,, n, X n,,, and an 
ngX%r matrix S, find an M X N matrix polynomial L(Z) which satisfies 
c Res==;,,(=I - A6)-‘B+L(=) = - B-, (5.1) 
ZD E a, 
c Res,,,,,L(z)C_(zI-AA,)-‘=C+, (5.2) 
-0 t c 
c Res,_,,,(al-At)-‘B+L(z)C_(zI-A,)-’=S. 
i. E c 
(5.3) 
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It is proved in [S] that there is no loss of generality in the discussion of 
the TSCII problem in assuming that 
( C_, A,) is a null-kernel pair, (5.4) 
(A,, I? + ) is a full-range pair, ,(5.5) 
S satisfies the Sylvester equation SA, - A,S = B+C+ + B-C_. (5.6) 
A collection of matrices o =(C+,C_,A,;Ag, B,, B_;S) is said to be a 
a-admissible TSCII data set if the given matrices C+,C_, A,,A,, B,, B_,S 
have sizes as in the TSCII problem and satisfy (5.4), (5.5), (5.6) with 
a(A,)U &At) c u, where u is a nonempty subset of C. 
The next theorem shows that there exists a solution to the TSCII problem 
and moreover all solutions can be described in terms of a linear fractional 
map. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let o = (C+,C_, A,; A,, B,, B_; S) be a C-admissible 
TSClI data set. There exist matrix polynomials L in YuxN which are 
solutions of the associated TSClI problem (5. l), (5.21, (5.3). Moreover, 
e 
e= 
012 
[ 1 e:: eez 
is any rational (M X N) X (M + N) matrix function having the set 
&j3= ,A,&,[B+B-1;s 
as a @-null-pole triple, and if 9-l is a regular rational N X N matrix function 
having the set 
(5_ = (C_,A,;O,O;O) 
as a @-null-pole triple, then L E PMX,, satisfies the TSCll problem ay and 
only zy L(z) has the following form: There exist Q, E gMXN, Q, E YNXN 
for which 
dw2, + edu = 1 
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such that 
For the proof, the reader is referred to [3]. 
A particular solution with low McMillan degree of the TSCII problem is 
obtained in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose ~=(C+,C_,A,;A~,B+,B_;S) is a C-admissi- 
ble TSCll data set, G, S,, cp are constructed as in Theorem 2.2.1, and F, T,, $ 
are constructed as in Theorem 2.2.2 for a given complex number (Y E o(A,) 
U(A*). Then 
L,(z)= D,+zC,(Z-zA,)-‘B, (5.8) 
is a particular solution to the TX11 problem of McMillan degree at most 
nr + ng - 1, where 
A,= T, 
T,B_C_(A,-al)-’ 
0 SW 
B = T,&(I-C_(A,-al)-‘G} 
L 1 (I-aS,)G ’ 
C,=[F FB_(A, -al)-C+S,(Z-asy], 
D,=-C+G+ F&(1-C_(A,-al)-‘G) 
with 8_ = B_ +{B_ C_ - $A, - aZ>}(l - (YS,)-IG. 
Proof. Suppose rp is an N X N regular matrix polynomial which is 
constructed as in Theorem 2.2.1, and 9 is an M X M regular matrix 
polynomial which is constructed as in Theorem 2.2.2. By Theorem 5.1, there 
exists a solution to the TSCII problem, and L E pMx,,,, is a solution to the 
TSCII problem if and only if 
(5.9) 
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for some Q, E LPMXN, Q, E YNXN. Since 0 has 6 as its C-null-pole triple, 
for any Q, E TMxN, Q, E PNXN 
$y=[::] [r::;]. (zz-AJiB+ (5.10) 
where B E CNXn-, H E TMxN, K E PNxnr satisfying 
C Res,=;O(zZ - Ac)-‘[ B+ B- ] (5.11) 
i,) E @ 
Combining (5.9) and (5.10), we get another characterization of solutions as 
follows: L E PMXN is a solution to the SC11 problem if and only if 
(5.12) 
for some B E CMXnv, H E gMXN, K E PNxN satisfying (5.11). Since cp-’ is 
given by (2.2.10) as 
cp-‘(z)=I+C_(Z-aS,)-‘G-C_(zZ-A,)-’(cwl-A,)(I-cuS,)-‘, 
the second row of (5.12) implies that 
Z+C_(I-aS,)-lG-K(n) 
By the same argument as in Theorem 3.2, we obtain 
K(z)=I+C_(Z-a&)-‘G, 
B=(A,-cd)(Z-c&)-k 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
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Substitute (5.13) and (5.14) in (5.11) to get 
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c Resz,_,(zZ - Ag)-‘R+ kZ(z) = - B_ 
.zo E a: 
(5.15) 
with 
B_=-s(A,-cuz)(z-as,)-‘G+B_{Z+C_(Z-c-us,)-’G) 
By Theorem 3.7, 
H,(z) = FB_ + zF( I - 3,) -‘T& (5.16) 
is a solution of (5.15). 
Let L, be a solution of the TSCII problem corresponding to the choice of 
H = N,, in (5.12). Then from the first row of (5.12), we get 
~,(=)=C+(~Z-A,)-‘(A,-LYZ)(Z--S,)-~G.~(~)+H~~(~)(P(~). 
(5.17) 
In Theorem 3.2, it was shown that 
K,,(,_)=C+(zI-A,)-‘(A,-cd)(Z-cd,)-’G-q(z) 
=-C+G-zC+S,(Z-zS,)-‘G. 
Since (I - zS,)-’ and Z - (YS= commute, 
K,,(z)=-C+G-zC+S,(Z-oS,)-‘(I-zS,)-’(I-aS,)G. (5.18) 
Now, we simplify N,cp. Remember that by (2.2.11) 
cp(~)=Z-~C_(A,-~I)-‘G+,_C_(A,-aZ)-L(Z--S,)-1(Z--S,)G. 
(5.19) 
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Using again the product rule for two matrix polynomials I-I, and cp given as 
(5.16) and (5.19) respectively, we get 
ZZ,(t)q(z)=FZ?_{Z-aC_(A,-al)-‘G}+z[F FZ?_C_(A,-al)-‘] 
Ii 
-1 
T, T,B_C_(A,-al)-’ 
0 S, 
x Tm~_{Z-aC_(A,-aZ)-lG} 
[ 1 (Z-aS,)G ’ 
Plug (5.19) and (5.20) into (5.17) to obtain 
L,(z) = D,+zC,(Z-zA,)-‘B,, 
where 
A,= T, 
T,B_C_(A, - aI)-’ 
0 S, 
B = T,ZI_{Z-C-(A,-LIZ)-‘G) 
L 
(Z-d& 
C,=[F Fii_C_(A,-al)-C+Sm(Z-cd,)-‘1, 
D,=-C+G+FZ?_{Z-C_(A,-aZ)-‘G) 
with 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
To compute the McMillan degree of La, we assume ng it 0 and n, + 0. 
Indeed, if nc = 0 or nr = 0, then the TSCII problem is reduced to the CII 
or CII, problem, and it is proved in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.7 that the 
McMillan degree of L, is at most n, + ng - 1. In the rest of this proof, we 
use * to represent the terms or matrices which are irrelevant. 
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By (21.5) and (2.1.6) 
6( L,) < [B, A,& . . . AZ_+nc-lB,]. 
Since 
‘T,i T: * + T,‘-’ * S,+ . . . + * s; 
0 SA 
we have 
[ 
T, 0 
G rank O Ll 
gn,+n*-1. 
This completes the proof. 
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The next example shows that in some instances the minimal possible 
McMillan degree is n, + nf - 1. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Find a 2X2 matrix polynomial P(z) for which 
[l OlW)=[l 01, (5.22) 
P(1) ; = y . 
[I [I 
(5.23) 
It is clear that there exists no constant 2X 2 matrix satisfying (5.22) and 
(5.23). 
In the rest of this section we consider the problem of simultaneous 
two-sided contour-integral interpolation STSCII for matrix polynomials, 
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which is stated as follows: 
STSCII. For a given collection of C-admissible interpolation data sets 
wj = (C+j, C_j, Arj; A,, B+j, B_j; Sj>, 1 < j Q p, where the matrices have 
sizes M X nrj, N X nVj, nVj X nrj, ng,i X M, ngj X N, ngj X nrj respec- 
tively, find a matrix polynomial L E pMxN which satisfies the interpolation 
conditions 
c Res3=;o L(z)C_j(zI - Arj))i = C+j, (5.24) 
-,j E c 
C Res,,,(,(;Z - Agj))‘B+,,L( 2) = - B-j, (5.25) 
i0 E c 
c Res,=30(zZ - Agi))lB+jL(z)C_j(;Z- Arj))i = Sj 
i,, E c 
(5.26) 
for j = 1,. . . , p. 
As we mentioned before, a solution to the STSCII problem does uot 
always exist, since the conditions for different j can be contradictory. In [5], 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of the 
STSCII problem are given and it is shown that the STSCII problem can be 
reduced to the TSCII problem when the existence of a solution is guaran- 
teed. 
The next theorem asserts that if some consistency conditions are fulfilled, 
then there exists a solution to the STSCII problem with low McMillan 
degree. 
THEOREM 5.3. lf there exists u solution to the STSClI problem, then 
there exists a solution of McMillan degree at most n, + n{ - 1, where 
CC_, A,) is a least common extension of l(C_j,A,j)l j = 1,. . . , p) of sizes 
N X n=, n, X nW respectively, and (AS, B,) is u least common coextension 
of ((ASj, B+j)( j = 1,. . . , p} of sizes ng X nc, ng X M respectively. 
Proof. Suppose a collection 
Uj=(C+j,C_j,A,j;A*j,B+j,B-j;Sj), l<j<p, 
of C-admissible TSCII data sets is given. Let (C_, A,) be a minimal common 
extension of the collection {CC_,, A,,)11 < j < p] of null-kernel pairs with 
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associated injective linear maps Qj :C”-J + C”- (here rr, is the size of A,), 
and let (AS, B,) be a minimal common coextension of the collection 
{(Acj, B+j) 11 < j < p} of full-range pairs with associated surjective maps 
Tgk : C”e + @“cj ( nc is the size of AC>. It is proved in [5] that there exists a 
solution L E .YMXN if and only if: 
(i) there exists a solution C, to the system of equations 
C+ Trj = C+j, l<j<p, 
(ii) there exists a solution B_ to the system of equations 
B_.i = TcjB-> 1G jSp, 
and 
(iii) there exists a solution S to the system of equations 
where 
sii = si 
and for i # j, Sij is any solution of the Sylvester equation 
SijA,j - A,,Sii = B+iC+j + B_,C_,. 
Also it is proved in [5] that in this case L E 9h,XN satisfies (5.24) (5.25) 
(5.26) if and only if L E P,,fXN satisfies (5.1) (5.2) (5.3) for some choice of 
S as in (iii). 
By applying Theorem 5.2, we conclude that there exists a L E .PItfXN 
satisfying (5.24) (5.25) (5.26) of McMillan degree at most rrrr + nt - 1. n 
Remarks analogous to those made in Section 3 can also be made here. It 
is known (see [7] or [12]) that for a prescribed Sylvester data set 
there exists a regular rational matrix function 8 which has (AS, B) as its left 
null pair and (C,A,) as its right pole pair, and there exists an explicit 
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realization formula for such a rational matrix function of minimal possible 
McMillan degree. Here we consider the special case where 
B=[B+ B-1 with (A,, B + ) a full-range pair 
and 
C+ 
c= c_ [ 1 with ( C_, A,) a null-kernel pair 
and show that there exists an interpolant e which has a block triangular form 
0 
8= 
11 012 
[ I 0 e,, 
such that (As, B,) is a left null pair for 0ii and (C_,A,) is a right pole pair 
for ~3~s. Indeed, for cp- ’ in Theorem 2.2.1, I/J in Theorem 2.2.2, and La in 
Theorem 5.2, 
o= * L”V’ 
[ I 0 q-I 
is such a rational matrix function. Since the McMillan degree of 8 is n, + nl 
by its construction, 8 does not have the minimal possible McMillan degree, 
which is n, + n(-rank S, except for the case S = 0. 
6. TWO-SIDED TANGENTIAL LAGRANGE-SYLVESTER 
INTERPOLATION PROBLEM FOR MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
IN DIVISOR-REMAINDER FORM 
As in the one-sided contour-interpolation problem, all solutions of the 
TSCII problem can be characterized in divisor-remainder form. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose w = (C,, C_, A,; A,, B,, B_; S) is a @-admissi- 
ble TSCZZ data set. Suppose that + is a M X M regular matrix polynomial 
which has (AS, B,) as its left null pair, q is a N X N regular matrix 
polynomial which has fC_,A,) as its right null pair, and K E YMXN is any 
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particular solution of the TSCZZ problem. Then L E 9,,,x N is also a solution 
of the TSCZZ problem if and only if 
L=K+IJQ(p (6.1) 
for some Q E PMxN. 
For the proof, readers are referred to [3]. 
COROLLARY 6.2. For a given M X M regular matrix polynomial fi, an 
N x N regular matrix polynomial D, and L E TMxnr, there exist K, R E gM xN 
for which 
L=ZkD+R 
with 
6(R)<6(@+6(D). 
Proof. Let (AS, B,) b e a left null pair for 6, and (C_,A,) be a right 
null pair for D. Then 
6(Z5)2ng (6.2) 
and 
S(D) >n,, (6.3) 
where ng and n, are the sizes of A, and A, respectively. If we define the 
matrices B_,C+,S by 
- B- = c Res,,,,,(zZ - AS)-‘B+ L(z), 
z. E a3 
C, = c ReszzzOL(z)C_(.zZ - A,)-‘, 
i. E c 
and 
S= c Res,=,,,(zZ - Ag)-lB+ L(.z)C_(zZ - A,)-‘, 
i. E d) 
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then it can be easily shown that w =(C+,C_,A,; A,, B+,B_;S) is a C- 
admissible TX11 data set. 
By Theorem 5.2, there exists a matrix polynomial R E gMxN satisfying 
(5.1), (5.2), (5.3) with 
6(R)<n,+n,-1. (6.4) 
Since both L and R are solutions of the TSCII problem, by Theorem 6.1 
there exists K E .PMxN for which 
L=lkD+R. 
By combining (6.2), (6.3), (6.4) we get 
Next, we consider the following problem. 
Let L,(z),K,(z) b e g iven N X N and M X M regular matrix polynomials 
respectively, and let Ri(z;) b e a g’ iven M X N matrix polynomial for 1 < i < r. 
Find a matrix polynomial A E PMxN such that 
A(z) = Ki(z)Si(z)Li(z)+ Ri(z) (6.5) 
for some Si E YMxN for 1 <i < r. 
THEOREM 6.3. lf there exists an M X N matrix polynomial satisfying 
(6.51, then there exists an M X N matrix polynomial satisfying (6.5) of 
McMillan degree at most nv + ng - 1, where n, is the number of finite zeros 
of a least common multiple of L,, . . . , L r and ng is the number of finite zeros 
of a least common multiple of K 1, . . . , K ,.. 
Proof. Let (C_j, ATi) be a right null pair for Lj and (AEj, B+j) be a left 
null pair for Kj(z) for j = 1,. . . , r. Then Theorem 6.1 implies that there exists 
a matrix polynomial A E gM X N satisfying (6.5) if and only if there exists a 
matrix polynomial A E 9,,f,N satisfying (5.24), (5.251, (5.26) (with A in 
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place of L) with 
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C+j = c ResZ_, Rj(z)C_j(zZ - Anj)-‘, 
z. E a3 
- B, = c Res,=,,j(zZ - A,i)plB+jRj(z), 
+Ec 
Sj = c ResZ&zZ - A~j)~‘B+jRj(z)C_j(zZ - ATi)-’ 
.zo E c 
for j=l,..., r. By assumption and Theorem 5.3, if there exists any matrix 
polynomial solution A E PMXN of (6.5), then there exists such a solution of 
McMillan degree at most n, + ng - 1, where (C_,A,) is a least common 
extension of {(C_j, Arj) 1 j = 1,. . . , r) of sizes N X rr,, n, X n, respectively, 
and (AS, B + > is least common coextension of {(ASj, B +j> 1 j = 1,. . . , r) of sizes 
nC x ng, ng X M respectively. 
It is known (see [I3]) that the number counting the multiplicities of finite 
zerosofaIeastcommonmultipleofL,,...,L,(K,,...,K,)is n,(n*). n 
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